Fellow Connecticuters,

The continuation of Mr. Lamont’s emergency powers should be halted. Our National and State Constitutions will be violated if this emergency power is continued for there is no need for it. Further “regulation” of Covid 19 should be dealt with our elected officials and not one person. Numbers of infections and the science of Covid 19, plus the number of CT residence who have received the vaccination, have proven the low risk of severe life threatening infection. Mr. Lamont being granted further power to usurp his elected duty is a violation of our Constitutional right of representation. I will not stand for this and will take full Constitutional legal action against Mr. Lamont and those that vote for him to continue this unnecessary “monarchy” governing power. Being a Veteran that honorably served our country, I find this disturbing that Mr. Lamont still has this “dictator-like” authority in the State. Please end this now and give the power back to the people. Thank you.

Lee Caron (former Army, SSG)

Wolcott, CT